WHAT SETS US APART

INNOVATION
We combine the latest energy efficient technology and design styles to create an extensive range of attractive and sustainable luminaires. We have over 5,000 products, including many high performance products that can't be found anywhere else. Our EcoTechnology solutions offer sustainable energy solutions that meet the qualitative needs of the visual environment with the least impact on the physical environment.

SUSTAINABILITY
At ConTech Lighting, our commitment to the environment is as important as our commitment to innovation, quality and our customers. We believe that lighting can be environmentally responsible and energy efficient, while providing high-quality performance and outstanding aesthetic design. EcoTechnology applies to our daily operation as well as to our products; from materials, manufacturing and transportation to the disposal process for our products and by-products.

QUALITY
We use the best components and manufacturing methods resulting in the highest quality fixtures. From cast housings and high performance reflectors, to the testing of each ballasted fixture before it ships, ConTech Lighting is defined by its quality. For consistency, we use only the most reliable LED chip makers including Cree, Nichia, Lumileds, Bridgelux and Sharp.

SERVICE
Our responsive, personalized customer focus, and market expertise represents an oasis of outstanding service in an industry that values it, but frequently doesn't receive it. We are here for you, live and in person, Monday through Friday 7:30am – 5:30pm CST.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY AND SPEEDSHIP™
Our products are in stock and ready to ship. Our unique SpeedShip™ process helps us toward our goal of shipping 100% of placed orders within 48 hours; at no additional cost to you.

MARKET EXPERTISE
Each market has its own unique lighting challenges. Designs can get tricky, having to verify every fixture, test every connector and make certain that every length of track is just right. We have an experienced staff of sales professionals to assist you with your projects from concept to completion.

LIGHTING EXPERIENCE
Lighting is more than just numbers on a spec sheet. Visit one of our facilities near you to experience the power of light to make your space more productive, more aesthetically pleasing, and more energy efficient. Visit our corporate Inspiration Center in Northbrook, Illinois, or one of our Leviton LIVE centers in San Francisco, California or New Orleans, Louisiana.
Welcome to ConTech Edge, your one source for the latest innovative products from ConTech Lighting. For more information on the products featured here, please visit our website or call your local sales representative.
**GALLERY SERIES LED TRACK LUMINAIRE: CREE LIGHT ENGINE**

- Available in three (3) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 1800 lumens
- Clean cylindrical shape, available in a standard Accent and Wall Wash housing
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers
- Field interchangeable TIR optics provide three (3) beam distributions

**GALLERY SERIES LED TRACK LUMINAIRE: XICATO LIGHT ENGINE**

- Xicato LED platform available for the most stringent LED color and quality applications
- Clean cylindrical shape, available in a standard Accent and Wall Wash housing
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers
- Field interchangeable reflector optics provide four (4) beam distributions

**ADJUSTABLE BEAM LED TRACK LUMINAIRE**

- Sleek, cylindrical LED track luminaire featuring an adjustable beam from 13° to 80°
- The adjustable beam provides outstanding flexibility in retail or hospitality applications
- Available in two (2) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 2100 lumens.
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers
O2 MINI LED TRACK LUMINAIRE

- Available in three (3) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 1800 lumens
- Available in both a vertical and horizontal housing
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers
- Field interchangeable TIR optics provide three (3) beam distributions

O2 MINI LED TRACK LUMINAIRE: CANOPY MOUNT

- Available in three (3) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 1800 lumens
- Featuring a small, low profile canopy; the O2 Mini may be ceiling or wall mounted
- Multi-volt driver provides all-in-one dimming: 0-10V, TRIAC and ELV
- Field interchangeable TIR optics provide three (3) beam distributions

O3 LED TRACK LUMINAIRE

- Available in five (5) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 4300 lumens
- Available in both a vertical and horizontal housing
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers
- Field interchangeable reflector optics provide four (4) beam distributions

All specifications subject to change without notice.
ECLIPSE 9W LED TRACK LUMINAIRE

- Small scale, 9 Watt LED track luminaire delivering up to 750 lumens
- Featuring a small integrated driver, providing a clean cylindrical look
- Molded TIR optics provide two (2) beam distributions
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) dimmers

CTL8070 Series

ECLIPSE 15W LED TRACK LUMINAIRE

- 15 Watt LED track luminaire delivering up to 1150 lumens
- Featuring a small integrated driver, providing a clean cylindrical look
- Molded TIR optics provide three (3) beam distributions
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) dimmers

CTL8071 Series

ECLIPSE 25W/35W LED TRACK LUMINAIRE

- 25W and 35W LED track luminaire delivering up to 2100 and 3200 lumens respectively
- Featuring a small integrated driver, providing a clean cylindrical look
- Molded TIR optics provide two (2) beam distributions
- Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) dimmers

CTL8072 - 25W
CTL8073 - 35W
• Mini and Full body sizes
• Mini Stealth available in three (3) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 3200 lumens
• Large Stealth available in five (5) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 5900 lumens
• LED Wall Wash track luminaire, available in a vertical and horizontal housing
• Reflector optics designed to provide smooth even wall surface illumination
• Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers

STEALTH FAMILY LED WALL LIGHTER

STEALTH LED WALL LIGHTER

• Available in five (5) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 5900 lumens
• LED mono-point canopy; the Stealth may be ceiling or wall mounted
• Reflector optics designed to provide smooth even wall surface illumination
• Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) and Reverse Phase (ELV) dimmers

STEALTH LED WALL LIGHTER: CANOPY MOUNT

• Available in two (2) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 3500 lumens
• LED Wall Wash track luminaire, available in (2) mounting options
• Optical system utilizing a specular reflector and textured glass lens
• Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) dimmers

LED LINEAR WALL LIGHTER

• Available in two (2) wattage/lumen packages delivering up to 3500 lumens
• LED Wall Wash track luminaire, available in (2) mounting options
• Optical system utilizing a specular reflector and textured glass lens
• Dimmable with Forward Phase (TRIAC) dimmers

All specifications subject to change without notice.
**LED QUICK RELEASE PENDANT**

- Omni-directional light output provides even illumination of the shade
- Downward punch of light provides functional task illumination
- 8W Warm White (3000K) LEDs, with over 750 delivered lumens
- Match with a variety of decorative Gravity Fit shades (sold separately)

**LED MINI PENDANT**

- 6W LED Mini pendant with 400 delivered lumens provides elegant illumination
- Available in 2700K or 3000K, standard 90+ CRI
- Finishes: Antique Bronze, Silver, Black and White
- Designed for use with ConTech Gravity Fit and Lock Fit shades (sold separately)

**MODERN PENDANT**

- Decorative contemporary pendant to accent any space with single or multiple pendants
- The pendant includes a choice of fabric covered cords and luminaire finishes
- Standard 16 foot cord provides flexibility in design and installation
- Lamp can be ordered with the pendant or separately
• Medium E26 screw base and GU24 base sockets are available; GU24 model is designed with a retractable sleeve to cover the lamp base
• Track mount adapter and multi-point canopies are available
• Designed to accommodate ConTech gravity fit shades
• Available in Antique Bronze, Brushed Nickel, and Black
At ConTech Lighting, we pride ourselves on supplying exactly what our clients need to create dynamic, successful projects, on time and within budget. Whether modifying an existing product or creating an entirely new luminaire, ConTech is uniquely qualified to handle all of your lighting needs. Our world class, in-house design team and manufacturing partners have years of experience bringing ideas to life. For more information on creating your own custom shade, please contact your local ConTech representative or our Quotations Department.

To get started, please provide the following information:

**Technical Specifications:**
- Lamping
  - Lamp Type & Quantity
- Fixture
  - Stem/Cord Length
  - Stem/Cord Color
  - Hardware/Canopy Finish
- Shade
  - Shape
  - Dimensions
  - Material
  - Color
  - Bottom Diffuser
  - Top Dust Cover

**Project Specifications:**
- Project Name
- Quantity
- Delivery Date
- Budget Per Fixture
- Special Requirements/Code Compliance

All specifications subject to change without notice.
ATLAS GRAVITY FIT GLASS CYLINDER

- Classic yet simple gravity fit shades
- ATLAS: 10-5/8" High x 4-3/4" Diameter
  ATLAS GRANDE: 16" High x 4-3/4" Diameter
- Available in Frosted White, Clear, and Amber

Drum Fabric Gravity Fit Shades

- Available in three (3) sizes
- Fabric colors: Linen, Sand, Slate, Chocolate, Maroon, and Embroidered
- Optional top dust cover and acrylic bottom diffuser
- Custom shade sizes and fabrics are available, consult factory for information

Designer Series Gravity Fit Jar

- Gravity fit shade made of case glass
- Select from Gray or Champagne in Satin, Seeded, or Crackle finish, Red Crackle finish, or Frosted White
- 6" High x 5-3/4" diameter; 3-1/2" bottom diameter

All specifications subject to change without notice.
DECORATIVE LOCK FIT PENDANT SHADES

VASA LOCK FIT SHADE
• Sleek and elegant lock fit shade designed for the CRS5 Mini Pendant
• 10" High x 2" Diameter, 5/8" ID Mounting Hole
• Frosted White Satin finish glass

CYLINDRUS LOCK FIT SHADE
• Simple yet sophisticated slender cylinder shade designed for the CRS5 and CRS8 Pendants
• 11-3/4" High x 2-3/4" Diameter
• Lock Fit (for CRS5) and Gravity Fit (for CRS8) mounting rings included
• Frosted White Satin finish glass

ALEO LOCK FIT SHADE
• Lock fit shade made of satin (matte finish) glass
• 2-7/8" High x 3-7/16" Diameter
• Available in Satin Blue, Satin Amber, Satin Red, and Satin White

All specifications subject to change without notice.
LED CHAMPION BAY LIGHTING

- High Bay and Low Bay luminaires deliver between 13,000 and 28,000 lumens
- Engineered optics offer three performance beam distributions (45°, 90°, or 120°)
- Eye Hook, Ceiling/Wall Bracket, Conduit, Cord/Plug Mounting options
- 0-10V Dimming down to 10% with Battery Backup and Motion Sensor options available

HIGH LUMEN 16" & 22" SCPL LED PERFORMANCE PENDANTS

- Energy Star Listed Pendants delivering between 12,000 and 18,000 lumens
- Acrylic and Aluminum shades offer a variety of distributions
- TRIAC, ELV, and 0-10V Dimming down to 5% and Battery Backup options available

12" & 16" CPL LED PENDANTS

- Energy Star Listed Pendants delivering between 2500 and 9300 lumens
- Acrylic, Aluminum, and Glass shades offering a wide variety of distributions
- TRIAC, ELV, and 0-10V Dimming down to 5% and Battery Backup options available
9” HIGH LUMEN LED INDOOR/OUTDOOR CYLINDERS

- 9” Round specification grade indoor and outdoor cylinder delivers up to 8300 lumens
- Available for Ceiling, Cable, Stem, Single Wall and Up/Down Wall Mounting
- Five beam distributions including wall wash
- TRIAC, ELV, and 0-10V dimming standard to 5%

3-1/2” LED INDOOR/OUTDOOR CYLINDERS

- 3-1/2” Indoor and Outdoor Cylinders deliver up to 1800 lumens
- Select from round or square body shape
- Available for Ceiling, Cable, Rigid Stem, Track, Single Wall and Up/Down Wall Mounting
- Engineered TIR optics offer three (3) beam distributions: 12°, 27°, or 40°
- TRIAC and 0-10V Dimming down to 5%

6” & 8” LED INDOOR/OUTDOOR CYLINDERS

- Specification grade indoor and outdoor cylinders deliver up to 3600 lumens
- 6” Cylinder available in round and square body shapes, 8” Cylinder available in round only
- Available for Ceiling, Cable, Stem, Track, Single Wall and Up/Down Wall Mounting
- Five beam distributions including wall wash
- TRIAC, ELV, and 0-10V dimming standard to 5% with additional driver options offering down to 0.1% dimming or DMX controls

All specifications subject to change without notice.
CYL SERIES LED CYLINDERS

- Specification grade 6" & 8" cylinders for dry/damp (indoor) or wet (outdoor) location types
- Available for Ceiling, Flexible Cable Pendant, Rigid Stem Pendant, Track, Single Wall, and Up/Down Wall Mounting
- Available in six wattage/lumen packages and four color temperatures
- Energy Star Certified for all mounting options except the Up/Down Wall Mount
- Matte White, Matte Black, Matte Silver, and Satin Bronze finishes
SPECIFICATION GRADE PRECEDENT LED LINEAR SERIES

- Performance Linear Aisle and Area Lighting delivering up to 1500 lumens/foot
- Quick Connect 4’ and 8’ length units for long run installations
- Three engineered optics provide vertical and horizontal uniformity and glare control
- Integrated uplight kits and track segments available
- 0-10V Dimming, multi-circuit, and emergency Battery Backup options

COMMERCIAL LED LINEAR SURFACE STRIP: AW, SW, & SS SERIES

- 2’ and 4’ LED Strip Wrap luminaires delivering up to 1000 lumens/foot
- Non-dimming and standard 0-10V Dimming to 10%, optional Microwave Sensor available
- Emergency Battery Backup options available in AW Series

COMMERCIAL LED LINEAR PENDANT: PL SERIES

- Commercial grade 2’ and 4’ chain hung luminaire with cord, plug and on/off pull chain
- Delivers up to 900 lumens/foot in 2700K through 4000K options
- Complete with 4’ mounting chain and 6’ cord and plug
• Custom designed optics (Flood, Shelf/Stack, and Asymmetric) allow for superior beam control and lighting uniformity in both vertical and horizontal planes
• Delivers up to 1500 lumens/foot, ensuring exceptional lighting coverage and consistency
• Three lumen packages available in five CCTs at 83+ CRI or four CCTs at 90+CRI
• Single, Two, or Three Circuit wiring as well as 0-10V Dimming control options
2" ROUND LED RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- Powerful miniature downlight delivering up to 1400 lumens
- Precision TIR optics provide four beam distributions
- Assorted trim styles and finishes; trimless options coming Q2, 2019
- ISOWET trims: dead front wet location capable

R2RM Series

2" ROUND LED RECESSED ADJUSTABLE DOWNLIGHT

- Over 1700 delivered lumens
- Angle-cut, full cone and pinhole trim styles; trimless options coming Q2, 2019
- 45° of tilt adjustability
- Slope ceiling capable up to a 12/12 pitch

R2A Series

2" SQUARE LED RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- Powerful miniature square downlight delivering up to 1400 lumens
- Precision TIR optics provide four beam distributions
- Assorted trim styles and finishes; trimless options coming Q2, 2019
- ISOWET trims: dead front wet location capable

R2SQRM Series

2" SQUARE ADJUSTABLE LED RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- Over 1700 delivered lumens
- Angle-cut, full cone and pinhole trim styles; trimless options coming Q2, 2019
- 45° of tilt adjustability
- Post installation fixture-to-fixture alignment feature

R2ASQ Series
4" & 6" LED RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- 4" and 6" Round housings deliver up to 3600 lumens
- Round New Construction housings are Intellect™ enabled
- Multiple trim styles and finishes
- Trimless now available: beautiful, unobtrusive lighting and value driven refinement
- Dimming options: TRIAC, ELV, 0-10V, DALI, DMX
- ISOWET trims: 4" dead front wet location capable

4" LED SQUARE RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- 4" Square housing delivering over 3600 lumens
- New Construction housing is Intellect™ enabled
- Multiple trim styles and finishes; trimless options coming Q2, 2019
- Post installation fixture-to-fixture alignment feature
- ISOWET Trims: dead front wet location capable
- Die-cast Trims now available: Precise, clean lines perfectly compliment the 2" squares
4" & 6" LED RECESSED ADJUSTABLE DOWNLIGHT

- 4" and 6" Round, 4" Square housings deliver up to 3400 lumens
- Angle-cut, full cone and pinhole trim styles
- 45° of tilt adjustability
- Round housings are slope ceiling capable up to a 12/12 pitch
- Post installation fixture-to-fixture alignment feature

R4A Series
R6A Series
R4ASQ Series
4" LED SHALLOW RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

• Up to 2800 delivered lumens
• Precision glass TIR optics provide three beam distributions
• Round and Square housing options
• Assorted trim styles and finishes; trimmed and trimless options

6" LED RECESSED WALL LIGHTER

• Over 5900 delivered lumens
• Smooth wide beam for generous center-to-center spacing
• Multiple beam control accessories
• 0° to 60° aiming capability

All specifications subject to change without notice.
MINI O2 LED RECESSED MULTIPLE

- Five configurations available from one to four heads
- Over 1400 delivered lumens per head
- Telescoping heads for exceptional flexibility
- Trimmed and trimless options

O3 LED RECESSED MULTIPLE

- Five configurations available from one to four heads
- Over 2800 delivered lumens per head
- Telescoping heads for exceptional flexibility
- Trimmed and trimless options
R6 LED RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- Available in six (6) wattage/lumen packages, delivering up to 3600 lumens
- New Construction housings are Intellect™ enabled
- Multiple trim styles and finishes; Trimless now available
- Available in four (4) color temperatures with a CRI of 80 min., 83 typical; high CRI available
- All R6 downlights are available for non-dimming and dimming applications
ARCHITHIN LED SURFACE MOUNT DOWNLIGHTS

- Optical diffusion lens produces high lumen transmission and even illumination
- Edge-lit LED configuration for low glare light pattern
- Available in 5" and 7" Round or 4" and 6" Square
- Two wattages; 770 to 1100 delivered lumens

LED SURFACE MOUNT DISK LIGHT

- Thin aesthetic design delivers soft and even illumination
- Designed for surface mount; optional mounting kits for recessed downlights
- 4" Disk Light: 12.5W delivering up to 570 lumens
- 6" Disk Light: 15W delivering up to 950 lumens

LED ROUND FLUSH CEILING MOUNT LUMINAIRE

- Multiple LEDs provide a shadow free luminous glow
- Swing latches allow for convenient installation and maintenance
- Available in two sizes and wattages
- Lumen output from 980 - 1540 lumens
QUADRIS LED WET LOCATION WALL SCONCE

- Metal faceplate over a white acrylic diffuser provides a soft, luminous glow
- 12W 70 LED Wall sconce, 3000K, wet location listed, ADA compliant
- Seven faceplate designs: Horizontal, Vertical, Squares, Oval, Trio, Mosaic and Window
- Faceplate finishes: Antique Bronze, Black, Silver, and White

QUADRIS LED WET LOCATION TALL WALL SCONCE

- Metal faceplate over a white acrylic diffuser provides a soft, luminous glow
- 16W 98 LED Wall sconce, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, wet location listed, ADA compliant
- Six faceplate designs: Horizontal, Vertical, Squares, Oval, Trio, and Mosaic
- Faceplate finishes: Antique Bronze, Black, Silver, and White

METRO LED WALL SCONCE

- Brushed nickel finish with elegant white triplex glass
- Single LED (9W, 590 lumens) or Double LED (9W, 620 lumens) configurations
- 3000K, 80 CRI, 120-277V ELV Dimming
- ADA Compliant
### 24V TUNABLE WHITE INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- The 24V Tunable White series is tunable white light from 2200K to 4000K, 90+ CRI
- 2.5W/ft, 200 lumens/foot (4000K)
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

#### TLT24VTW Series

![Tunable White](tunable-white.png)

### 24V ZIG-ZAG INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- Laterally bendable zig-zag design provides flexibility in applications requiring bends and arcs
- Standard output: 2.5W/ft, 260 lumens/foot; High output: 3.8W/ft, 385 lumens/foot
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in four (4) color temperatures: 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, and 6500K, 80+ CRI

#### TLZ24V Series

![Zig-Zag](zig-zag.png)

### 24V HIGH OUTPUT INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- 24V High output LED tape light delivers 480 lumens, 3.8W/ft
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in four (4) color temperatures: 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

#### TLT24V2 Series

![High Output](high-output.png)
24V STANDARD OUTPUT INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- 24V Standard output LED tapelight delivers 260 lumens, 2.1W/ft
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in four (4) color temperatures: 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

24V STANDARD OUTPUT RGBW INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- LEDs with individual Red, Green, Blue, and White diodes in each, 5.8W/ft
- 24V RGBW Series tapelight can be programmed for various color changing effects
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

12V SUPER HIGH OUTPUT INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- 12V Super high output LED tapelight delivers 440 lumens, 3.24W/ft
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in: 2200K, 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 6500K, blue, green, red, and yellow
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

All specifications subject to change without notice.
12V HIGH OUTPUT INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- 12V High output LED tapelight delivers 135 lumens, 1.44W/ft
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in 2200K, 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K, and 6500K
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

TLT12V2 Series

12V STANDARD OUTPUT INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- 12V Standard output LED tapelight delivers 65 lumens, 0.73W/ft
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in 2200K, 3000K, 4000K, 6500K, Blue, Green, Red and Yellow
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

TLT12V1 Series

12V RGB INDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- LEDs with individual Red, Green, and Blue diodes in each, 3.9W/ft
- 12V RGB Series tapelights can be programmed for various color changing effects
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

TLT12V1RGB Series
12V INDOOR SIDE EMITTING LED TAPELIGHT

- 12V Side emitting tape provides one directional light in a low profile
- High Output delivers 103 lumens/1.4W; Standard Output delivers 52 lumens/0.6W
- Modular “plug and play” system is easy to install with no need for field soldering
- Available in four color temperatures including 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K
- Includes 3M double sided adhesive for secure mounting in aluminum mounting channel

120VAC INDOOR/OUTDOOR LED TAPELIGHT

- Flexible, line voltage, wet location, linear LED accent lighting system provides energy efficient illumination for outdoor applications including coves, architectural enhancements, outdoor steps or changes in elevation, etc.
- Output: 300 lumens/foot (Max. 180ft), 3.2W/Ft
- Available in four (4) color temperatures: 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K
- Line voltage LED tapelight is available in factory cut continuous lengths; please note TLTAC is NOT field cuttable

120VAC INDOOR/OUTDOOR NEON LED TAPELIGHT

- Flexible, 120V line voltage, wet location listed, linear LED accent lighting system provides energy efficient illumination for indoor and outdoor direct view applications
- 4.8W/Ft, 90 lumens/foot (delivered lumens based on 1ft of white 2700K tapelight)
- Neon LED is available in continuous lengths: 1 foot increments up to 150 maximum run length, please note TLNE is NOT field cuttable

All specifications subject to change without notice.
LED DIMMABLE UNDERCABINET LIGHT

- Selectable color temperatures: 2700K, 3000K, and 4000K; CRI: 90
- Thin profile; less than 1’ in depth
- Four sizes: 12’ (5W), 18’ (8W), 24’ (12W), 32’ (16W)
- Linkable to 200W max

LPU2 Series

LED LINEAR/UNDERCABINET LIGHT

- Premium diffusion lens, 3000K, 90 CRI, 500Lm/Ft
- Thin profile: less than 1’ in depth
- White finish, three lengths: 12’, 24’, and 33’
- Linkable to 300W max.

LPL3 Series

LED FLEX STRING

- Designed to back light graphics, internally light graphics, or uplight/downlight an area
- 24VDC Plug-and-play design allows up to 24 strings (up to 48 LED nodes) to be interconnected and run off a single external Class II power supply
- 4W, 24VDC, 6500K, 300 lumens

DL2FLX Series
• Selectable switch allows selection of three (3) different color temperatures: 2700K, 3000K, and 4000K, CRI: 90
• Thin profile; less than 1” in depth
• Four sizes: 12” (5W), 18” (8W), 24” (12W), 32” (16W)
• Linkable to 200W max
• Superior versatility, color rendering and efficiency
• Assorted flexible connections allow for continuous row applications as well as applications with bends and corners
ADJUSTABLE LED EDGE-LIT EXIT SIGN

- Removable directional indicators (chevrons)
- Recessed or surface, ceiling, wall and end mount installation
- 120/277 VAC Dual voltage operation (50/60Hz, 24mA/11mA)
- Nickel-Cadmium battery delivers more than 3 hours capacity to emergency lamps

LED EXIT/EMERGENCY LIGHT COMBINATION WITH REMOTE CAPABILITIES

- Replaceable directional chevron inserts are easily removed/reinserted
- Two fully adjustable glare free square shape light heads for emergency light
- Wall or ceiling mount; simple twist and lock action tightly secures housing to canopy
- 120/277 VAC dual voltage operation

REMOTE CAPABLE DUAL ADJUSTABLE LED EMERGENCY LIGHT WITH BATTERY BACK-UP

- Two fully adjustable, glare free, rectangular shaped lamp heads
- Wall or ceiling mount
- 120/277VAC dual voltage operation
- Lead-Calcium battery delivers more than 90 minutes capacity to emergency heads
• Recessed or surface, ceiling, wall, and end mount installation
• For new construction, lay-in ceilings, or where accessibility about the ceiling is available
• Adjustable bar hangers for suspended ceiling mount
• Fixture maintenance can be done from below the ceiling
• Pendant stem kit available
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamp Type</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **30W PAR38 LED LINE VOLTAGE LAMP** | - 30W Energy Star Listed PAR38 lamp delivering up to 3000 lumens, wet listed  
- Premium optical design offering 20° and 40° beam spread  
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K); 95/97 (30K) options  
- 120VAC input, TRIAC/ELV dimming |
| ![LR6130DHR Series](Image)    |                                                                                                                                                 |
| **20W PAR38 LED LINE VOLTAGE LAMP** | - 20W Energy Star Listed PAR38 lamp delivering up to 2100 lumens, wet listed  
- Premium optical design offering 35° beam spread  
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K)  
- 120VAC input, TRIAC dimming |
| ![LR3620DHR Series](Image)    |                                                                                                                                                 |
| **18W PAR38 LED LINE VOLTAGE LAMP** | - 18W Energy Star listed PAR38 lamp delivering up to 1400 lumens  
- Premium optical design offering 25° and 45° beam spreads  
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K); 95 (30K) options  
- 120VAC input, TRIAC dimming |
| ![LR3218D Series](Image)      |                                                                                                                                                 |
| **10W PAR20 LED LINE VOLTAGE LAMP** | - 10W Energy Star Listed PAR20 lamp delivering up to 900 lumens  
- Premium optical design offering 15° and 35° beam spread  
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K)  
- 120VAC input, TRIAC dimming |
| ![LR5110DHR Series](Image)    |                                                                                                                                                 |
6W PAR16 LED LINE VOLTAGE LAMP

- 6W Energy Star Listed PAR16/GU10 lamp delivering up to 550 lumens
- Premium optical design offering 24° and 35° beam spread
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K), CRI 97 (30K) option
- 120VAC input, TRIAC/ELV dimming

8W MR16 LED LOW VOLTAGE LAMP

- 8W Energy Star listed MR16 lamp delivering up to 600 lumens
- Premium optical design offering 12°, 24° and 36° beam spread
- CRI 80 (27K, 30K, 35K, 40K), CRI 95 (30K) option
- 12VAC Low voltage input, ELV dimming

1.5W/2.5W B11 CANDELABRA LED LINE VOLTAGE FILAMENT LAMP

- 1.5W/2.5W B11 Candelabra filament lamp delivering up to 125/250 lumens
- CCT = 2500K (1.5W/125Lm) and 2700K (2.5W/250Lm)
- 120VAC Input, TRIAC dimming
- E12 Base

2.5W T10 LED LINE VOLTAGE FILAMENT LAMP

- 2.5W T10 Filament lamp delivering up to 210 lumens
- CCT = 2200K
- 120 VAC Input, TRIAC dimming
- E26 Base

All specifications subject to change without notice.